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Temporal Development of Illusory Contours Induced by

Complete Figures

TAKAYUKI TAKIURA (滝浦孝之) 1

Day and Kasperczyk (1983) alld Takiura (2010) showed elnPirically that complete ngures

induced weak illusory contours, which is contrary to Kanizsa'S (1979) assertion that amodal

completion of incomplete figures is the critical and lleCeSSary factor in the fbrmation of

illusory contours･ In the present study, four experiments were done to investlgate the temporal

development of illusory contours with complete ngures coIISistlng Of fbur pacmen as well as

with incomplete ngures coIISistlng Of fbuI Crosses by the backward mashing tecllrLique･ Clarity

of illusory contours was mOnOtOIlically increased witll Presentation tilne Of inducing ngures
I

to about 3000 ms, beyond which it leveled o∬ and remained constant at its value with steady

inducing鯖gures･ We concluded that reduction of clarity Of illusory colltOurS With complete

figures is not due to the disrupt10n Of processing of illusory Image Caused hy the detection

of completelleSS Of ngural elements at early stages of processes that was assumed to be hy

Takahashi (1993), but due to the reduction of amodal completion of inducillg ngures caused by

perceptllal completeness of their elements (Kanizsa, 1979) or due to the Presence Of a宣Iearby

edge parallel to the supporting edge in the figural element which prevents observers froln

perceiving illusory contours (AlbertJ993)･
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Introduction

In order to claim the criticalness and necesslty fbr perceptual incompleteness of inducing

figures for perception of illusory contours2, Kanizsa (1979) presented a demonstration that

illusory contours failed to be perceived in the area cornered with four crosses of perceptually

completed structures･ This demonstratioll. however. did not glVe uS any quantitative data on

the perception Of illusory contours with complete inducing ngures･

With magnitude estimation method, Day and Kasperczyk (1983) found that illusory

contours could be perceived in the area corllered with fbur complete crosses with naive

observers･ Clarity of illusory contours with ngures consistlng Of complete elements was above

the half of the one with ngures consisting of incomplete elements (notched disks)･ Purghe

and Katsaras (1991) also reported the induction of weak illusory contours by ngural patterns

consisting of complete elements with naive observers･ Murakami (2002) con血med Day and

Kasperczyk'S (1983) result with experienced observers･ Murakami also fbund that lightness

l･ Department Of Psychology Graduate school of Arts alld Letters, Tohoku tTIliverslty 27-1 KawallChi,

Aoba-kll, Sendai 980-8576, Japan･ (E-mail address: takiura@white･plala･or･jp)
2･ We restrict the term illus･07y COnlours to refer to the bounding contours and not to elltire illusion, wlli｡h we

call illusoryfgures･
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enhancement occurred on the sur危ce of illusory島gures with inducing ngures composed of

complete elements uslng the lightness matching method･ These quantitative studies cast doubt

on the claim that the perceptual completion of iIICOmPlete五gures is critical and necessary f♭r

perceptlOn Of illusory亀gures･

With naive observe,rs･ Takiura (2010) found that illusory ngures induced hy four crosses

and by six nonagons, each of which consisted of three triangles, were about 40 % in contol⊥r

clarity were about 30 % in enhanced brightness, and were about 20 % in stratined depth

of illusory Hgures illduced hy four notched octagons and hy three notched disks･ This result

shows that illusory ngures illduced by complete ngures glVe Visual impressions largely di触rent

in quality五〇m illusory ngures induced by incomplete亀gures, which suggests that complete

ngures are di睨rent in the manner of illduction of illusory ngures仕om incolrlplete ones･ So it

might be tllat di鮎rent processes underlie the induction of illusory丘gures between complete

ngures and incomplete ones･　　　　　　　　　　　J

This idea is dimcult to be tested by the experiment with inducing ngures steadily

presented, since the observer will do his or her task not on the basis of an illtermediate image

of the stimulus, which is fbrmed during the processlng lll the visual system, but on the basis of

the nnal percept of the stimulus, that is占he perceptual outcome of tlle Visual system･

The backward mashing technique is expected to solve tllis problem･ Presentation of a

mask just a允er the o能et of a brief stimulus is thought to interrupt the Stream Of processes

to evoke to the observer a percept of tlle intermediate image of stimulus fbrmed at tlle time

of interruption or processing in the visual system (Felsten & Wasserman, 1980)I Gallatry

(1980) introduced tlle backward mashing technique to the study of illusory ngure perceptioll,

and since then many authors used this technique to iIⅣeStlgate the temporal evolution of the

image of illusory ngures induced by incomplete丘gures (ImbeI㌧ Shapley 也 Rubin, 2005; Muise,

LeBlaIIC, Blanchard, 也 de Warrla的, 1993; Parks, 1994, 1995; Reynolds, 1981; RingaclI 皮

Sllipley 1996; Spehar 也 Cli飾)rd, 2003; Takahashi, 1993; Takiura, 2005)･

Takahashi (1993) applied the backward maskillg technique to the study of the temporal

development of illusory contours illduced by complete ngures･ With well-trained observers

alld usIIlg the ratlng method with ll-Polnt Scale, he fbund the induction of illusory contours

by qulte brief presentations of pattems consistlng Of fbur crosses･ Illusory contours were

maximal at about 30-40 ms in presentatioll time with about 20-30 % ill Clarity of those

induced by fbur notched disks steadily presented･ Clarity of illusory contours was reduced to

almost zero at the longest presentation time tested (70 InS)･ Clarity of illusory contours witll

incomplete ngures was monotollically increased with presentatioll time･ Takahashi collCluded

that illusory contours were reduced in clarity With complete inducillg figllreS Steadily

presented because of the disrupt10n Of processlng Of illusory Image caused by the detectioll Of

completeness of ngural elements at early stages of processes･

In the fbur experiments of the present study the temporal development of illusory

contours with complete Hgures was iIIVeStlgated in detail with the backward mashing

technique･ In Experiments I and 2, we replicated the experiment of Takahashi (1993) with
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relatively shorter presentation times with the aid of improved methodology ln Experiments 3

and 4,-We traced the temporal development of illusory contours at longer presentation times･

E型)erilnenl l･ Rating of clarity of illusory contours wilh shorter presenialion times of

complele and incompletefgures

ln Experiment 1, the measuremeLt made by Takahashi (1993) was replicated to examille

whether his result tllat Clarity of illusory colltOurS Was Challged as an inverted-U mnction of

presentation time of inducing ngures was reproduced･

Method

Observers

Thirteen volunteers (ll male and 2 female, aged between 22 and 42 years) participated in

the experiment as ohservers･ They were familiar with illusory contours with incomplete Hgures･

Eleven of them had already particIPated in tile experiment on illusory contour perceptlOn

witll incomplete ngures･ All of them were llOt aware Of the purpose of the experimellt･ All had

normal or corrected-to-normal visual aculty

Apparatus and siimuli

The stimuli were generated on a persollal computer (NEC PC-9821XalO) alld were

presented on a 17-inch CRT monitor with a re血esh rate of 70 Hz (EIZO FlexScan E53F)i The

stimuli were viewed binocularly at a distallce Of 1 ln･

Takahashi (1993) gave the description of spatial parameters Of inducillg ngures only about

their outer sizes ill his article･ SiIICe We could not be infbrmed oll the other spatial parameters

of inducing島gures血om the author directly, the inducing五gures with spatial parameters

similar to those estimated flom his Figure 1 were used ill the present experiment･

The illducillg ngures used in the prese宣It experiment are shown in Figure l･

The iIICOmPlete丘gures consisted of fbur notclled black disks of diameter 2･O deg･ These

青書十十
GJ　十十
(a)　　　　　　(b)

Figure l･ Inducing r.gures used in the present experiment:

(a) the incolnPlete毎llre, (b) the comPlete簡gllre･
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eleme｡ltS Were Placed ill Order fらr the area comered by them to fbrm all imaglnary Square Of

side 3･3 °eg with support ratio of O･60･ The complete的ures consisted of four symmetrical

black crosses whose crosspleCeS Were 2･O dog in length and O･4 dog ln Width･ The imaglllary

square area comered by crosses was 3･3 dog ln Side so that the Support ratio was O･49･ The

luminance of the background was 29･5 cd/m2 and the luminance of the inducing hgure was

6.3cd/In2.

Procedure

MeasuremeIlt Was made in an illuminated booth (40 1Ⅹ)･ At tlle Start Of eacll trial, a

beep tolle Was Presented as a warlllllg Slgnal･ One hulldred milliseconds a請er the o能et of

the beep to.le, four black lines of O･05 dog wide hy l･9 dog long m each size were presented

above, below, at the right alld the le請to the inducillg的ure for 2000 ms･ Observers were asked

to keep themselves from blinking during the time from the'presentation of beep tone to the

o能et of the inducing ngure and to nX their gaze upon tlle imaglnary CrOSSlng Of fbur lilleS･

Immediately a請er the o能et of the inducing ngure, the random dot mask of 6･7 °eg by 6･7 dog

was presented fbr 500 ms･ A side of a square dot was O･05 °eg and the dot denslty Was O･5 fbr

tlle maSk･ lIlter-trial interval was about 1000 ms･ These were common to Experiments 2 to 4･

Clarity of illusory contours was rated oll all ll-Point scale, 0 (no illusory contours) to 10

(illusory colltOurS Of tlle Same Clarity as illusory contours witll incomplete鯖gures steadily

presented)･ The observer was asked to rate with ignorillg the di胱rellCe in presentation time of

inducing hgures･ Preselltation times of inducing ngures were 14･3 to 300 InS･

In each session. the incomplete figure was presented steadily as reference I"fore the

measuremellt･ Trials with incomplete ngures and those with Complete Hgllre Were glVen in

random order Preselltatioll times were tested in random order fらr each type of inducillg ngure･

In one session. four ratings were made for each combination of the type of inducillg ngure

with preselltation tilne･ The Session was repeated twice f♭r each observer

The observer was also asked to rate the clarity of illusory colltOurS With the complete

ngure steadily presented once at the time before the nrst session and after the second session

with re缶rence of the illusory colltOur Clarity with the incomplete ngure steadily presented

called 10･ For this task. the complete Hgure and the incomplete hgure were I"esented with the

110rizolltal distance between the Centers Of both the ngl.res at 10･6 deg･ The locatioll, le請or

rigllt, Of tlle缶gures was determined at ralldom･

Results

lligllre 2 S110WS the mean rated polntS Of clarity of illusory colltOurS aS a ruIICtio宣1 0f

preselltatioll time of inducillg丘gures･

A two-way ANOVA revealed that there were slgnificant main effects of type of

inducillg Hgure, F(I, 12) = 79･35,p < ･01, alld of presentation time, F(7, 84･) = 96･49,

p < ･Ol, respectively The interactioll between type of illducing的lIre and preselltation time
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Figure 2･ Mean rated pouts of clarity of illusory contours

as a請rlCtioll Or PreSentatiorl time of illduclng ngures･

was also signi缶cant, F(7, 84) = 51･89, p < ･01･ Clarity of illllSOry cOntOllrS Was iIICreaSed with

presentation time both of incomplete Hgures and of complete Hgures･ Clarity of illusory

contours was higher with incomplete ngures than witll COmPlete ngures at all the preselltati0-1

tlmeS.

The result that clarlty Of illusory colltOurS Was iIICreaSed with preselltation time or

incomplete亀gures was in agreement with previollS Studies (Parks, 1994; Ringach, 皮 Shipley,

1996; Spehar, 也 Cli的rd, 2003; Takahashi, 1993; Takiura, 2005)･ Clarity of illusory contours

with complete ngllreS Was not developed in inverted-Uぬshion as reported by Takahashi (1993)

but was developed in roughly a monotonically Increasing manner with presentation time･

Illusory contours induced by complete鱒gures were as low as abollt OIle-Seventh of illllSOry

contours induced by incomplete ngures in clamy at tlle longest presentation time tested (300 ms)･

A two-tailed i-test detected no statistical difference in clarlty Of illusory contours with

complete ngures steadily presented between the time points (befbre and a丑er the experiment)

at which the ratings were made, i(12) = 2･ll, ns･ The mean rate or clarity of illusory contours

with complete ngures steadily presellted between the time poIIltS Was 2･3･

Discussion

The result with complete figures was different between the present experiment and

Takahashi (1993)･ The stimulus connguration was similar and stimulus luminallce and contrast

were I10t largely di胱rellt ill the two studies･
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The tachistoscope lamps used in the experiment of Takahashi (1993) were able to be lower

in output at several dozen milliseconds and he of relatively long off periods (Bolander. 1979;

Mollon 也 PoldenJ978), whereas the CRT used in the present experiment was血ee血om these

undesirable timing properties (Garcia-Perez a Peli, 2001: Vergilino-Perez a Findley, 2003)･ It

seems, however, that such the timlng Properties of tachistoscope lamps do not enhance illusory

contour clarity at the middle range of presentation time or inhibit it at the longer presentation

tilneS･ So, the discrepancy of result with complete鯖gures between the present experiment

and Takahashils experiment does not seem to have been caused by the di鮎rences in stimulus

condition and apparatus･

Individual d誼erences of the observer seem to be the most plalISible cause of the

discrepancy of result between the present experiment and Takahashi (1993)･ A total of 13

Observers particIPated in the present experiment･ Clarity of illusory contours was increased

with Eve observers and was almost unchanged with four observers with presentation time of

complete缶gures･ With the other four observers, clarlty Of illusory contours was changed in

an inverted-U fasllion with presentation time of complete hgures･ The maximum of clarity,

however, appeared at longer presentation times than 30-40 ms, at which the maximum

appeared in Takahashi's experiment･ In the present experiment it appeared at 71･4-100 ms

with three observers, and at 150 ms and at 200 ms with the other two observers占eSPectively

The observers of Takahashi (1993) Were well trained for doing the experimental task so

that their percept10n and ratmg should be highly reliahle･ They were, however, as rev as rour･

So, the result obtained by Takahashi should be strongly in皿uenced by individual di耽rences

in perceptlOn･ It is probable that in Takahaslli-s experiment the challge in clarity of illusory

contours in an inverted-U fashion with presentation time of complete hgures was shown with

most of the observers, whereas in the present experiment such the change in clarity was shown

with only 30 % of the observers･

E型,erimen1 2･ Change of clarity of illusory contours wish presenlalion lime of complete

and incompletefgures invesiigaied by the lemporalforced-choice lechnique

In Experiment 1, we fbund that clarlty Of illusory contours was changed not as an

inverted-U mnctioll but as a monotollically Increasing mnction of presentation time of

complete ngures･ In Experilnent 2, this result was con請med by the measurement with the

temporal fbrced-choice technique that is probably more sensitive than ratlllg f♭r detectlllg the

variation of clarity of illusory contours･

Method

Obsert)ers

A new group of 13 volunteers (9 male and 4 female, aged between 20 and 39 years)

particIPated in the experiment as ol"ervers･ They were familiar with illusory contours with

incomplete Hgures･ Nine of them had already particlPated in the experiment on illusory
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contour perceptlOn With incomplete亀gures･ All of them were not aware of the purpose of the

experiment･ All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual aculty

Apparatus and stimuli

The apparatus and the stimulus connguration were the same as in Experiment l･

Procedure

Since the fbrced-choice is based on discrimination betweell the stimuli言t is probably more

sensitive than the ratlng fらr detectlng the di的rence of clarity between illusory contours･ In

the Present experiment the technique that Bowen and Pokorny (1978) devised to study the

temporal brightness enhancement with real ngures was used with modincation五〇m spatial

rorced-choice with haploscopIC View to temporal forced-choice with binocular view･

In each trial two inducing ngures were presented successively at temporal interval of 2000

rTs･ They were the same in Hgural type (incomplete or complete) hut different in presentation

time･ The shorter inducing ngure had presentation time values Hem 14･3 to 200 ms, and

tlle longer one had larger value than tlle Shorter one by 28･e ms･ Such the relatively small

increment in presentation time with the longer illducil1g亀gure was set because of the rapid

change in clarity of illusory contours with complete ngures reported by Takahashi (1993).

Takahashi reported that the increase and the fbllowIIlg decrease in clarity of illusory contours

induced by complete亀gures occurred in the range of presentation time as short as 50 ms or so･

The shorter presentation times were tested in ralldom order The order between tlle Shorter

i,lducing鯖gure and the longer one was set at ralldom oll each trial･ Trials with incomplete

ngures and those with complete ngures were glVen in ralldom order･

The task of the observer was to judge which of the two ngures presented successively

induced clearer illusory contours･ The observer was asked to make his or her judgment witll

lgnOrlng tlle di胱rence in presentatioll time between the two ngures･

In one session, nve judgments were made fbr each combination of the type Of i宣Iducing

hgure with the shorter presentation time･ The session was repeated twice for each observer･

The clarity of illusory contours with the complete ngure steadily presellted was measured

by the same manner as in Experiment l･

Results

The results expected to be glVell by the temporal fbrced-choice in the present experiment

are as fbllows･ In the reglOn Where clarity of illusory contours is iIICreaSed with PreSelltation

time of inducing的ures, clarity of illusory contours with longer的ure should be judged higher

at the percelltage between 50 and 100 % according as the discriminability of clarlty betweell

the shorter ngure and the longer範gure･ In the reglOn Where clarlty Of illusory contours is

almost invariant with presentation time of inducing ngures, clarity of illusory contour witll

the longer丘gure should be judged higher on 50 % or nearly so of all trials･ And ill the reglOn
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where clarity of illusory contours is decreased with presentation time of inducing ngures, the

percentage of trials with judgment of higher clarity with the longer的ure should he oll 0 to

50 % of all trials according as the discriminability of clarity of illusory contours between the

shorter丘gure and the longer one･

If clarity of illusory contours is increased at血st and then decreased with presentation

time of complete ngures as se,en in the result of Takahashi (1993). the percentage of trials with

judgment of higher clarity of illusory contours with longer complete ngure should be 50 % or

above at and about both the ends of the range of presentation time tested and be below 50 %

at the middle presentation times･

Figure 3 shows the percentage of trials on which clarlty Of illusory contours with the

longer of the two inducing丘gures was judged higher as a請nction of presentation time of the

shorter inducing ngure･

A two-way ANOVA revealed that there was no slgni亀callt lhain e紀ct of type of illducing

hgure, F(I, 12) = ･95, ns, which means that clarity of illusory contours is changed in the same

manner with presentation time both of incomplete的ures and of complete ngures･ The main

e的ct of presentation time was signi丘cant, F(6, 72) = 7･88, p < ･01･ This indicates that both

the graphs declined with presentation time of the shorter inducing島gure･ The interaction

between type of inducing Egure and presentation time was not signincant, F(6, 72) = ･89, ns･
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Figure 3･ Percentage of trials on which CLar.ty or illusory
contours with the longer of the two inducing Hgures was jlldged

higher as a血IICtioll Of preselltatioll time of the shorter illduci,lg

nglire･
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The percentage of trials on which clarity of illusory contours with the longer of the two

induchg ngures was judged lligher was above 50 % at all the presentation times of the shorter

inducing缶gure tested･

A two-tailed請est detected Ilo Statistical di鵬rence in clarlty Of illusory contours with the

complete ngure steadily presented between the time polntS at Which the ratlngS Were made,

l(12) = l･15. ns･ The mean rate of clafity or illusory contours with the complete Hgure steadily

presented between the time polntS Was 2･4, which was not statistically di胱rent hom the one

in Experiment I hy a two-tailed ,-test, i(24) =.14, ns.

Discussion

The percentage of trials on which clarity of illusory contours with the longer of the two

inducing ngures was judged higher was always above 50 %, indicat.ng'that the shorter was

n'Ot judged higher in clarity than the longer of the two inducing ngures･ So clarity of illusory

contours should not have been changed in an inverted-U fashion with presentation time

not only of incomplete ngures but also of complete ngures･ This is in agreement with the

result of Experiment I, though the method used in the present experiment gave no evidence

of monotonically increaslng change in clarlty Of illusory ngures with presentation time of

complete ngures･

The decline of the graphs in Figure 3 With presentation time of the shorter inducing Egure

indicates the decrease in discriminability of clarlty between the shorter and the longer of

the two induci宣Ig ngureS With presentation time of the shorter inducing鴫ure･ This suggests

that clarity Of illusory contours is deceleratlngly changed with presentation time･ In Figure

2, such the change, the increase言n clarity of illusory contours assessed by the ratlng method

was clearly noticed with incomplete ngures･ It was not･ however, So clear with complete ngures

probably because the scale used in Experiment I was too rough to make the observer rate tlle

clarity of a faint illusory percept minutely･

E型,eriment 3･ Magnitude estimation of clariり′ of illusory comours wiih long

presentalion lime of complele and incompleiefgures
In Experiments I and 2 We investlgated the temporal developlnent Of illusory contours

with presentation time of inducillg figures at and I"low 300 ms･ We found that clarlty Of

illusory contours was increased nlOnOtOnically with presentation time both of incomplete

的ures and of complete的ures･ In the present experiment we extended tlle Presentation time

tested to 1000 ms and used magnitude estimation technique to measure tlle Clarlty Of illusory

contours.
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Method

Observers

A new group of 23 volunteers (9 male and 14 female. aged between 19 and 27 years)

partlCIPated in the experiment as ohservers･ They were familiar with illusory contours with

incomplete figures･ Two of them had already particIPated in the experiment on illusory

contour perceptlOn With incomplete的ures･ All of them were not aware of the purpose of the

experiment･ All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual aculty

Apparalus and slimuli

The apparatus and the stimulus con範uration were the same as in Experiment I.

Procedure　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　'

Clarity of illusory contours was assessed by the method of magnitude estimation･ The

observer was asked to do his or her task with ignorlng the di舘rence in presentation time of

inducing ngures･ Presentation times of inducing ngures were 57･l to 1000 ms･

In each session･ the incomplete inducing ngure was presented steadily as reference before

the measurement･ Clar.ty of illusory contours with the reference was called loo. Trials with

incomplete的uleS and those with complete血gures were glVen in random order Presentation

times were tested in random order for each type or inducing figure･ In one session, four

estimates were made fbr each combination of the type of inducing的ure with presentation

time･ The session was repeated twice f♭r each observer

Clarity of illusory contours with the complete的ure steadily presented was also measured

by the method of magnitude estimation･ Estimates were made once at the time before the

nrst session and after the second session with reference of the illusory contour clarity with the

incomplete ngure steadily presented called 100･ Stimulus display f♭r this task was the same as

in Experiment l･

Results

Figure 4 shows the mean estimate of clarlty Of illusory colltOurS aS a五mction of

presentation time of inducing ngures･

A two-way ANOVA revealed that there were slgnincant main e的cts of type of inducing

ngure, F(I, 22) = 29･68,p < ･Ol, and of presentation time, F(7, 154) = 89.02,p <.Ol,

respectively The interaction between type of inducing的ure and presentation time was also

signmcant, F(7, 154) = 19･56, p < ･01･ Clarity of illusory contours was monotonically increased

with presentation time to 1000 ms both of incomplete figures and of complete figures･ No

overshoot of clarlty OCCurred at shorter presentation times than 1000 ms･ Clarity of illusory

contours was higher with incomplete範ures than with complete範ures at all the presentation

times･ These were in agreement with the result of Experiment 1 with presentation times at
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Figure 4･ Mean estimates of clarity of illusory contours as a

請nction of presentation time of inducing丘gures to lOOOms･

and shorter than 300 ms.

A two-†ailed mest detected no statistical di的rence in clarity of illusory contours with the

complete ngure steadily presellted between the time points at Which the estimates were made,

i(22) = 1･69, ns･ The mean estimate of clarity of illusory contours with the complete ngure

steadily presented between the time polntS Was 22･7･

Discussion

We concluded五〇m the results of Experiments 1-3 that clarity of illusory contours is llOt

changed in an inverted-U fashion but is increased monotonically with presentation time at

least below 1000 ms with complete ngures as well as with iIICOmPlete ngures･

Lower clarity of illusory contours with complete ngures is not due to the disrupt10n Of

processlng Of illusory image fbllowlng the detection of completeness of鯖gural elements at

early stages of processes that was assumed to be by Takahashi (1993)･ It seems to be caused by

the reduction of amodal completion of inducing魚gures due to the perceptual completeness of

ngural elements (Kanizsa, 1979) or by the presence of a nearby edge parallel to the supporting

edge in the element which prevents observers血om perceiving illusory contours (Albert, 1993)･

E型)erimen1 4. Clarity of illuso7y COnlours with very long presemation lilne Of complete

and incompletefgures

From Figure 4言t seems that longer presentation time tllaI1 1000 ms is lleed f♭r clarity of
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illusory contours to reach a steady level which is maintained at longer presentation times both

with incomplete ngures and with complete ngures･ In the present experiment, tlle Change of

clarity of illusory contours with presentation time of inducing ngures longer than loo° ms was

investlgated ･

Method

Observers

A new group of 13 volunteers (9 male and 4 female, aged between 21 and 27 years)

particIPated in tlle experiment as observers･ They were naive about illusory contours and

were shown incomplete and complete ngures that produce illusory contours mst ill the present

experiment･ None of them had already partlCIPated in the experiment on pattern percept10n･

All of them were not aware of the purpose of the experiment･ All had norlnal or corrected-to-

normal visual aculty

Apparatus and stimuli

The apparatus and the stimulus connguration were the same as in Experimellt l･

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3･ Presentation times of inducing Egures

were loo to 5000 ms.

Results

Figure 5 shows the result･ A two-way ANOVA revealed that there were slgnificallt

main e脆cts of type of inducing ngure, F(1, 12) = 67･96, p < ･Ol, and of presentation time,

F(4, 48) = 37･66, p < ･Ol, respectively The interaction between type of inducing的ure and

presentation time was also signi血cant, F(4, 48) = 10･38, p < ･Ol･ Clarity of illusory contours

was monotonically increased with presentation time to 5000 ms both witll incomplete ngures

and with complete ngures･ Clarlty Was higher with incomplete鱒gures than with COmPlete

ngures at all the presentation times･ These were in agreement with the results in Experiments

1 and 3 With presentation times at and shorter than loo° ms･

Clarity of illusory contours was increased with presentation time tO about 3000 ms at

which poIIlt it leveled o∬ and remained constant with both iIICOmPlete ngures and complete

ngures at its value with steady亀gures･

A two-tailed寝est detected no statistical di的rence in clarity of illusory contours with

the complete ngure steadily presented between the time poIIltS at Which the estimates were

made, i(12) = 1･94, ns･ The mean estimate of clarity or illusory contours with complete ngures

steadily presented between the time polntS Was 27･7, which was not statistically di的rent五〇m

the one in Experiment 3 by a two-tailed請est, i(34)二･61, ns･ As the case with iIICOmPlete
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Figure S･ Mean estimates of clar.ty of illusory contours as a
mnction of preselltatio.1 time of inducing 6gures to 5000ms･

ngures, the maximal clarity (about 30 in estimate) of illusory contours with complete ngures

was qulte Similar to the clarity of complete ngures steadily presented･

Discussion

Illusory contours completed to develop at presentation time of about 3000 ms･ At this

presentation time, complete ngures as well as incomplete亀gures induced illusory contours of

almost the same clarity as illusory contours induced by these的ures steadily presented･ The

maximal clarity of illusory contours with complete五gures in the present experiment was

lower than those reported by Day and Kasperczyk (1983) and by Takiura (乞olo) with naive

observers. The reason fらr this di絶rence between the results may be attributed not only to

individual di鵬rences in observer but also to the di胱rences in stimulus con亀gurations･ Day

and Kasperczyk showed that the additional elements such as short lines or diamonds between

the crosses, which were not included in the complete Hgures in the present experiment,

increased clarlty Of illusory contours･ The cross patterns in the inducing ngures had larger

ratio of the width to the length of the crosspiece (about O･33) in Day and Kasperczyk-s and

Takiura's experiments than those in the present experiment (0･20), which is more favorable to

illusory contour formation (Purgh6, 1989)･

The rate of increase in clarity of illusory contours with incomplete亀gures was larger in

Figure 2 than in Figures 4 and 5 i,I the range of presentation time shorter than 300 ms･ Rubin,

Nakayama, and Shapley (1997) found the rapid and stimulus-size-specinc learning in illusory
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contour perceptlOn･ In the present study, the observers in Experiment 1 had been more

experienced in experiments on illusory contour perceptlOn With similar stimulus connguration

to the present study than those in Experiments 3 and 4, so that they should have perceived

clearer illusory contours with brief incomplete ngures than the observers in Experiments 3

and4did.

General Discussion

ln the present study we fbund that illusory contours developed monotonically with

presentation time of incomplete ngures as well as of complete Hgures･ Clarity Of illusory

colltOurS reached a plateau at presentation time of about 3000 ms･ Clarity at the plateau

was almost the same as the clarity with steady complete ngures and was about 25 % of the

clarity with steady incomplete丘gures･ Development of illusory contours was parallel over all

the presentation times tested･ We obtained no evidence f♭r the disruptlOn Of processlng Of

illusory Image Caused by the detection of completenessI of inducing elements at early stages

of processes that was assumed to be by Takahashi (1993) to explain lower clarity of illusory

contours with complete亀gures･

In ExperimelltS 3 and 4 With the longest presentation times on the order of seconds all of

the total of 36 Observers showed the increase in clarity of illusory contours with presentation

time of incomplete亀gures･ HoweveI江hey can be classmed in three groups as to perceptlOn Of

illusory contours with complete ngures･ Twenty-six observers showed the increase in clarlty

of illusory contours with presentation time･ They also perceived illusory colltOurS With steady

presentation･ Six observers perceived little or no illusory contours with tachistoscopIC aS Well

as steady presentation･ The rest of fbur observers showed the iIICreaSe in clarlty Of illusory

contours with presentation time but perceived little or no illusory contours with steady

presentation･

The backward mashing technique is believed to interrupt the stream of processes to

evoke to the observer a percept of the intermediate image of stimulus fbrmed at the time of

interruption of processing in the visual system (Felsten a Wasserman, 1980)･ So from the

results血om the請st alld the second groups, whose members amounted to 89 % of the total

observers in Experiments 3 and 4, We can see that the Anal percept of illusory contours resLllts

Hom the mOnOtOnic evolution of internal representation or illusory contours in the visual

system･ The observer who perceives illusory contours with complete ngures brieHy presented

perceives them with complete ngures steadily presented･ The observer who perceives little or no

illusory contours with complete亀gures blieHy presented hardly perceives or does llOt Perceive

them with complete魚gures steadily presented･

The conHicting result from the third group may he due to breaking up and fading away

of illusory contours hy prolonged Hxation of the steady hgures･ Laurie, Warm, Demher, and

Frank (1994) reported that breakup of illusory colltOurS With incomplete ngllreS OCCurred

aner about 15 s of observation on the average･ It is probable that quite亀int illusory contours
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induced by complete丘gures are broken up mllCh亀stel If the observers in the third group

tended to gaze the stimulus with steady presentation, estimated clarlty Of illusory contours

should have beell Very low

Kanizsa (1979) claimed that鱒gural iIICOmPleteness of inducing elements is a necessary

colldition fbr gelleratioll Of illusory colltOurS･ Rock a宣Id ArlSOIl (1979) sllOWed that Hgllral

iIICOmPletelleSS Of inducillg elemelltS aS Well as aligllment Of physically present edges betweell

inducillg elements are necessary fbr the fbrmatioll Of illusory colltOurS･ Illusory contollrS are,

however. perceivahle with ngural pattems consistlng Of complete elements, though they are

fairly weak･ It is clear that ngural incompleteness is iIISumcient fらr gelleratioll Of illusory

contours.

The models on illusory contour perception based on the alignmellt Cues (e･g･, Grossberg,

1994; Grossberg 也 Mingolla, 1985) fails to predict perception of illusory colltOurS induced

by complete figures･ Such the models explain perceptual comple'tion of collinearly aligned

contours of paired inducing elemelltS With no consideration whether the inducing element

is incomplete or complete･ So they do not predict that illusory contours are亀r weaker with

complete ngures than With incomplete丘gures･

Recently Kogo, Strecha, van Cool, and Wagemans (2010) proposed a model on illlISOry

contour perceptlOn based on the local occlusion cues･ This model explains the fbrmation of

illusory contours by determination of the occluding sur飴ce, which looks to be closer to the

observer, and the occluded surface. which looks to be more distant from the observer, based on

L- and T-junctions at the holder between these surfaces･ This model takes into consideration

whether the inducing elemellt is incomplete or complete･ It predicts士10WeVer, little or.10

generation of illusory contours with complete ngures, whicll is incompatible with our emplrlCal

data.

These models also fail to predict All"rt'S (1993) observation that illusory contours were

easily perceived with complete ngures with removlng the parallelism of the edge血om the

inducing elements (crosses)･ These models need to be modmed to predict the experimental

results on illusory contour perceptlOn With complete ngures･
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